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ParishCast 
 Mass Communication Tool

ParishCast is a flexible and easy-to-use parish communication 
system that allows you to send emergency alerts, event 
reminders, and schedule updates anywhere, anytime.



Want to learn more about ParishCast? 
ParishSOFT is here to answer your questions and find which of 
our flexible pricing options works best for your parish. If you have 
any questions about ParishCast or any of ParishSOFT’s other 
products, give us a call at 866-930-4774 x6.

Communicate When Time Is Precious
ParishCast empowers your parish so you can communicate quickly and effectively 
when a last-minute change occurs or an emergency strikes.  Send severe weather 
alerts automatically to parishioners or inform them of schedule changes with ease.

Gather and Update Your Prayer Requests 
Reach out to your parish or specific groups within the parish to ensure that your 
prayer request list is up-to-date and accurate with built-in and flexible email, text, 
and voice messaging options.

Social Media Integration
Mass communications can be sent with ParishCast.  However, did you know that 
with social media integration you can send a message and then automatically post 
that notification to your parish’s social media accounts?  Contact us to learn more.

Record and Send Messages in Your Own Voice
ParishCast provides numerous text-to-speech options for your voice messages. But 
we know nothing can replace hearing an announcement in a voice you recognize, 
which is why ParishCast allows you to always record your own voice messages

Stay In Touch with Parishioners and Visitors
Good communication is important to every parish and ParishCast makes reaching 
others quick and convenient. Send or schedule messages to connect with group 
leaders, parishioners, and volunteers to ensure your parish’s voice is heard.

Volunteer Sign Ups Have Never Been Easier 
ParishCast allows you to communicate via email, text, or voice messaging to request 
volunteers for a one-time or recurring event. This flexibility ensures that your message 
is heard so they can respond in the way that works best for them.

ParishCast simplifies communication for your parish.

Advanced Reporting
With numerous reporting options in your ParishCast Command Center, your parish 
can keep on top of what messages were the most successful and why to boost  
engagement and ensure news is shared more effectively throughout your parish.
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